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Some recent stock images

Hello friends! Over the last quarter I have been developing and specialising my brand
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on three core themes being Travel and Photojournalism, Destination Weddings
and Learning. To this end, I have had to reject some work but believe
this is the better long-term strategy. More info is on my website and
below! Come join me in my first photo course in Singapore!

Not-for-profit Book shoot...

A US not for profit organisation called 100 Faces selected me as the Singapore
representative photographer to shoot “local women, beautiful in their own culture”.
Many thanks to my friends for volunteering to be my models! Some results below...

The Louvre, Paris

Frustrating addendum: After spending much effort in this shooting this project, 100
Faces organisation lost their funding for the project. Everything is now on the shelf. grrr!

Paris Eiffel Tower

Recent travel…
Berlin - A vibrant arty city full of street performances, art and old war culture.
Amsterdam - Aware of the hype, this is a very pretty town (too small for a city) where
their are more bikes and cannabis than cars and people!
Brussels - A historical prelude to France. Grand Place definitely a place to do coffee.
Paris - My first trip to Paris and like New York, I did not want to leave. For me it is a city
of much allure. Maybe one day soon it will be my future home ;)
Europe photo selection on Facebook here… http://bit.ly/ch7ZXS
Hong Kong - Always a fun and quick trip from Singapore. This time I got to Ngong Sing
360 park and the Big Buddha. Photos on Facebook… http://bit.ly/9ST41H

Buddha offering, Macau

New locations…
Travel plans for Q3 include Krabi, Cameron Highlands and New Zealand.

Photography Learning...
I am running my first photo learning course in Singapore this August 14. This interactive
focus will be “Get to know your SLR” and is designed to help you enable you to
understand the full potential of your camera and self. Details here … http://bit.ly/cZkYIK

Punjabi bride, 4 days event!

Indian Weddings...
After great attempt to book an Indian wedding I finally won the opportunity to shoot two
different Indian wedding celebrations comprising six events! What an amazing and
exhausting experience! Such a contrast to the typical western afternoon wedding.
Indians are steeped deeply in religious ceremonies with one tradition following the next.
A beautiful and colourful affair to remember! See a small selection of the 1600 photos
here… http://bit.ly/9aNP2d and here… http://bit.ly/cXwpk7

photog@gmphotoart.com
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Hindu bride @ 4am
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If you would prefer not to receive this quarterly update please let me know by email. Thank you.

